1 Global Optimization Problem f = f(x ) = global min x2D f(x) (or max x2D f(x)) 2 
Complexity Issues
The main focus of computational complexity is to analyze the intrinsic di culty of optimization problems and to decide which of these problems are likely to be tractable.
The pursuit for developing e cient algorithms also leads to elegant general approaches for solving optimization problems, and reveals surprising connections 
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where Q is an n n symmetric matrix, and c 2 R n .
If Q has rank one and the only zero eigenvalue is negative, then the problem is NP-hard (which is NOT true for network problems).
Another Surprise: Checking if a feasible point is a local optimum is also an NP-hard problem.
How far can we go? Consider the following quadratic problem min f(x) = c T x + 1 2 x T Qx (2) s.t.
x 0 where Q is an n n symmetric matrix, and c 2 R n .
The Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions for this problem become the following so{call ed linear complementarity problem (denoted by LCP(Q c)): Find x 2 R n (or prove that no such an x exists) such that Qx + c 0 x 0
x T (Qx + c) = 0:
Hence, the complexity of nding (or proving existence) of Kuhn-Tucker points for the above quadratic problem is reduced to the complexity of solving the corresponding LCP which is NP-hard.
Nonconvex problems are very di cult to solve in the worst case. To analyze the average performance of algorithms is a very challenging problem!
Fundamental Problem about Convexity
In most classical optimization algorithms, the underlying theory is based on the assumption that the objective function (or the feasible domain) is convex.
Unless the function has constant Hessian (i.e. is quadratic) or has a very special structure, convexity is not easily recognizable. Even for multivariable polynomials there is no known computable procedure to decide convexity.
Therefore, from the practical point of view, a general objective function can beassumed to beneither convex nor concave, having multiple local optima.
Continuous Approaches to Discrete Optimization Problems
In graph theory many approaches have been developed that link the discrete universe to the continuous universe through geometric, analytic, and algebraic techniques. Such techniques include global optimization formulations, semide nite programming, and spectral theory.
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Integer constraints are equivalent to continuous nonconvex constraints (complementarity!) Applications:
project selection, classi cation theory, fault tolerance, coding theory, computer vision, economics, information retrieval, signal transmission theory, aligning DNA and protein sequences, and other speci c problems.
Maximum Clique Optimization Software Developed C-P.f is an exact algorithm developed by R. Carraghan and P.M. Pardalos for nding the maximum clique in an arbitrary graph. The FORTRAN code published in OR Letters and many versions in other languages are available.
The code P-R.f is an exact algorithm for the maximum clique problem, based on a quadratic 0-1 formulation (P.M. Pardalos & G.P. Rodgers). This is the rst public domain code for the maximum clique problem.
Q01SUBS solves unconstrained quadratic 0-1 problems both for dense and sparse matrices, including concave quadratic minimization problems with box constraints (P.M. Pardalos & G.Rodgers). The code has been used in many industrial and business applications. This is the rst public domain code for quadratic zero-one problems.
CBHMC is a Continuous Based Heuristic for the
Maximum Clique problem (Panos M. Pardalos, Sara Ericson, Luana. E. Gibbons, Don W. Hearn).
Motzkin-Strauss Formulation:
Consider the continuous inde nite quadratic programming problem
where A G is the adjacency matric of the graph G. ; ;
The maximum clique problem is equivalent to the following global quadratic zero-one problem global min f(x) = x T Ax The proliferarion of massive data sets brings with it a series of special computational challenges. Many of these data sets can be modeled as very large multidiagraphs with a special set of edge attibutes that represent special characteristics of the application at hand.
Understanding the structure of the underlying diagraph is essential for storage organization and information retrieval. Exact solution exist only for n=1-10, 16, 23, 36. We obtained some new results (n=15, 28, 29) using the minimax approach.
Nonlinear Assignment Problems
Given a set N = f1 2 : : : n g and n n matrices F = (f ij ) and D = (d kl ), the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) can bestated as follows:
where N is the set of all permutations of N. 
Quadratic Integer Programming
The unconstrained quadratic zero-one programming problem (QP) has the form:
global min f(x) = c T x + x T Ax subject to x 2 f0 1g n (10)
where A is an n n rational matrix and c is a rational vector of length n.
A public domain code is available 6 Hierarchical Optimization The word hierarchy comes from the Greek word \ ", a system of graded (religious) authority.
The mathematical study of hierarchical structures can be found in diverse scienti c disciplines including environment, ecology, biology, chemical engineering, classication theory, databases, network design, transportation, game theory and economics. The study of hierarchy occurring in biological structures reveals interesting properties as well as limitations due to di erent properties of molecules. To understand the complexity of hierarchical designs requires \systems methodologies that are amenable to modeling, analyzing and optimizing" (Haimes Y.Y. 1977) these structures.
Hierarchical optimization can be used to study properties of these hierarchical designs. In hierarchical optimization, the constraint domain is implicitly determined by a series of optimization problems which must besolved in a predetermined sequence. Multi-level programming problems have beenstudied extensively in their general setting during the last decade. In general, hierarchical optimization problems are nonconvex and therefore is not easy to nd globally optimal solutions. Moreover, suboptimal solutions may lead to both theoretical and real-world paradoxes (as for instance in the case of network design problems). 
where D is a polytope in R n with nonempty interior, and f and g are convex functions on R n .
By introducing an additional variable t, Problem (18) can beconverted into the equivalent problem Global Concave Minimization:
with concave objective function t ; g(x) and convex feasible set f(x t) 2 R n+1 : x 2 D f(x) ; Therefore, any d.c. program of type (18) can besolved by an algorithm for minimizing a concave function over a convex set. There are many algorithms for the general problem of minimizing a concave function over a convex set.
Branch and bound type algorithms that exploit the special structure of this problem have deen developed. A new type of branching process is introduced in which every partition set is a simplicial prism in R n+1 , and the lower boundwill beconstructed by means of a piecewise linear approximation of the convex function f(x) ; t.
A branch and bound algorithm for the original problem is based on the the above techniques for computing bounds and a prismatic partition of the domain. The e ciency of the branch and bound algorithm is based on the quality of bounds. Moreover, since the original nonconvex energy function does not have a unique d.c. decomposition, experimentation with di erent decompositions will indicate which one will bebest to chose.
Problem: The Distance Geometry Problem
The distance geometry problem is that of determining the coordinates of a set of points in space from a given set of pairwise distance measurements.
We can express the distance geometry problem as the problem of nding three-dimensional coordinates x 1 : : : x n that satisfy:
where i and j are the indexs of the set 1 : : : n that describes n ranked atoms, and d i j is the given distance between two atoms i and j.
Generally, we can only know a set of pairwise distances between atoms. This means the distance matrix D = (d i j ) is sparse. For any triple of atoms fi j kg, in which all pairwise distances are known, they should satisfy the following triangle inequality:
Since the distance data available from NMR spectroscopy is necessarily imprecise, we use only upper and lower boundson the distances d i j . Therefore, we can also express the distance geometry problem as: l i j kx i ; x j k u i j where l i j and u i j are the lower and upper bounds on the distance constraints, respectively.
We call bothl i j kx i ; x j k u i j and kx i ; x j k = d i j the distance constrains.
The distance geometry problem is NP hard even in the one dimensional case. 
Parallel Algorithms
We discussed a small fraction of research directions in global optimization. Furthermore, the existence of commercial multiprocessing computers has created substantial interest in exploring the uses of parallel processing for solving global optimization problems.
